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Number of meals shared to date (as of July 1st, 2012):
15,308,191 Meals
(Enough to feed over 76,000 children for an entire school year)

“When you dine at TABLE FOR TWO, you never dine alone.”

Asia
1) Three school meals are donated for every recipe uploaded to Rakuten’s recipe website that uses Hershey’s chocolate syrup. 2&3) TFT HK members, including founders Stephanie Tan and Katy Yung, traveled to one of the chapter’s beneficiary schools, the Changing Young Lives Foundation Sze Pang Nien Baojia Primary School in Qinghai, China. 4) Three interns from Ewha Women’s University (Yejii Oh, Bora Kim, and Liji Cho) help spread TFT within the university and across Korea.

America
Top) TFT partners with Extreme Pizza in La Jolla, San Diego. Nine healthy TFT pizza options are available, including “Ragin’ Rooster” and “The Screamin’ Tomato!” 7) TFT healthy vinegar drinks are served to hundreds of attendees at Japan Block Fair in New York. A special thanks to Pasona and JFC for their support.

Europe
5&6) 40 MBA students enjoyed healthy Japanese TFT food at Japan Cultural Day at HEC Paris.

Africa
We received some drawings from students at Ngoma primary school in Ruhiira, Uganda. 8) Harvest season for maize (corn), one of the staple crops. 9) Here, a family gathers firewood. You can also see some livestock in the background.

A Message From TABLE FOR TWO
Executive Director Masa Kogure

From its early years in Japan, TFT has been blessed with an amazing group of volunteers and supporters who use their time, expertise, and passion to become ambassadors of TFT.

There is something in it for everyone, whether it’s a university student interested in social entrepreneurship, a corporate executive looking for a CSR program, or others who simply join to be part of the growing global community.